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Abstract

The publication indicator of the Finnish research funding system is based on a manual ranking of scholarly publication
channels. These ranks, which represent the evaluated quality of the channels, are continuously kept up to date and
thoroughly reevaluated every four years by groups of nominated scholars belonging to different disciplinary panels.
This expert-based decision-making process is informed by available citation-based metrics and other relevant meta-
data characterizing the publication channels. The purpose of this paper is to introduce various approaches that can
explain the basis and evolution of the quality of publication channels, i.e., ranks. This is important for the academic
community, whose research work is being governed using the system. Data-based models that, with sufficient accu-
racy, explain the level of or changes in ranks provide assistance to the panels in their multi-objective decision making,
thus suggesting and supporting the need to use more cost-effective, automated ranking mechanisms. The analysis
relies on novel advances in machine learning systems for classification and predictive analysis, with special emphasis
on local and global feature importance techniques.

Keywords: Performance-based research funding system, Machine learning, Automation, Feature importance

1. Introduction

Various countries have created their own performance-based research funding system (PRFS) for motivating and
rewarding national faculty and research institutes to actively add to the knowledge base in their respective disciplines.
As summarized by Zacharewicz et al. (2019, Figure 1), a PRFS should be based on assessment, which can result
from the individual application or a combination of peer review, metrics-informed peer review, or a formula based on
quantitative metrics. Hence, all assessment procedures are based on sufficient data to gather evidence for evaluation
and decision making. When focusing on the scholarly output, it is the quality and quantity of publications that matter
(Sandström & van den Besselaar, 2018).

Creating and analyzing a system that attempts to translate scholarly activity fairly into monetary incentives is not
straightforward. One might argue that if a funding allocation formula based on quantitative metrics is too simple, it
leads to adverse effects. For instance, Butler (2003) showed that the allocation of resources in Australia based on the
number of publications resulted in more publications but mainly in lower-level publication channels. However, this
finding and the corresponding analysis were later invalidated by van den Besselaar et al. (2017), who found a positive
correlation between the national publication quantity and quality. Although not conclusive, the academic peer review
tradition is based on the presumption that the research output should be assessed based on quality and not solely
on quantity. Moreover, quality can be quantified (i.e., systematically measured and evaluated) in diverse ways (e.g.,
Kulczycki et al., 2017; Rodrı́guez-Navarro & Brito, 2019; Subochev et al., 2018; Wallace & Perri, 2018; Walters &
Markgren, 2019).

The quality of an individual publication channel can be determined by citation-based indicators or by experts.
Examples of citation-based indicators are metrics based on the impact factor, whereas an expert ranking is usually
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established through peer review of a subset of the publication output. The main problem with citation-based indicators
is their inequality between disciplines. For example, research in the social sciences and humanities—which is usually
more locally oriented (Hicks et al., 2015) and often published in national languages—cannot compete in popularity
with, for example, research in the natural sciences, which is usually published in the English language only (Kulczycki
et al., 2018; Sivertsen, 2016a, 2019; Verleysen & Engels, 2014). Another well-known example is that mathematics
papers accumulate citations at a much lower rate than, for example, biology papers (Bensman et al., 2010; Vieira
& Gomes, 2010). The main problems with expert-based ranking, on the other hand, are the associated costs and
the fact that they are not objective. The first problem arises because expert-based evaluations are expensive and not
straightforward (Thelwall, 2017). The latter issue might be caused by the tendency of reviewers to deliberately or
unintentionally evaluate according to their own (research) interests, a biased selection of reviewers, or other conflicts
of interest (Dondio et al., 2019; Haddawy et al., 2016; Saarela et al., 2016; Serenko & Bontis, 2018; Walters, 2017;
Zacharewicz et al., 2019). Especially if a publication is published in a relatively unusual national language (such as
Finnish, where experts who actually speak this language might compose only a very small group), it can be challenging
to find knowledgeable reviewers who do not have any conflict of interest (Letto-Vanamo, 2019). Thus, all evaluations
of publication channel quality come with certain costs.

Recently, the idea of automatically classifying publication channels by using machine learning models has become
more pronounced (Halim & Khan, 2019; Saarela et al., 2016; Tüselmann et al., 2015). These models can work
independent of human intervention, so they promise to be more objective. They are also cheaper to implement than
expert-based classification procedures. In addition, they can (in comparison to citation-based indicators) take all
available quality indicators into account, which means the utilization of all possible explanatory features. This seems
desirable because publication channel ranking is essentially a multicriteria decision problem (Subochev et al., 2018).

In bibliometric studies, machine learning has been used, for example, to predict citation counts (Abrishami &
Aliakbary, 2019), knowledge flow (Hassan et al., 2018), and rising scholars (Daud et al., 2015). In particular, the
tree-based classifiers have been increasingly utilized (e.g., Bai et al., 2019; Kim & Kim, 2018; Heinisch & Buenstorf,
2018; Treeratpituk & Giles, 2009; Tüselmann et al., 2015). Heinisch & Buenstorf (2018), for example, used different
machine learning methods (regularized logistic regression, support vector machine, random forests, and adaptive
boosting) to predict dissertation supervisors from the characteristics of co-authors. Random forests outperformed
the other algorithms in terms of precision and recall. Kim & Kim (2018) and Treeratpituk & Giles (2009) reported
the success of random forest classifiers in author name disambiguation research. Bai et al. (2019) applied gradient
boosting to predict the citations of research papers. Compared with currently popular deep learning methods, which,
with many kinds of processing layers, are black-box models, tree-based approaches allow the determination of feature
importances to explain the predictions. The importance of explainable models in bibliometrics has been emphasized,
for example, by Hicks et al. (2015).

With the goal to automate publication channel quality assessment, we analyze in this paper the publication in-
dicator of the Finnish PRFS by using explainable machine learning techniques. This means that we are examining
the PRFS here only as a system of publication channel rankings. The publication indicator, the rank of a publication
channel, is expert based, and the expert panels are renewed every four years. The current panels were nominated in
the beginning of 2018. The main activity of the panels, in addition to continuously ranking new publication channels,
is the re-evaluation of all publication channel ranks of the Finnish PRFS. These new classifications have been in effect
since the beginning of 2019. Our research questions, linked to the diverse analysis of all existing ranks and the new
expert-based evaluations, are as follows:

• What features characterize publication channels of different ranks?

• Which publication channel rankings have changed during the last reevaluation, and what features characterize
the publication channels with changed ratings? In other words, can we predict and explain the latest rank
changes?

• Can we automate and explain the rankings?
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2. The Finnish PRFS

The Finnish database underlying the national PRFS, JuFo (Publication Forum in English, “JulkaisuFoorumi” or
“JuFo” in Finnish), was introduced in 2010, in conjunction with a renewed university legislation. The national PRFS
is based on the Norwegian model (i.e., the PRFS developed for Norway in 2004) and the Danish PRFS that adopted
the Norwegian model in 2009 (Aagaard, 2019; Pölönen, 2018).1 The goal of the Norwegian model is to treat all
scholarly disciplines equally and accurately. It is composed of three components: (i) an exhaustive national database
of publications, (ii) a publication indicator that weights/ranks publications based on the publication channel they were
published in, and (iii) a funding model that allocates resources to national research institutions based on their shares
in the total publication points resulting from the ranks (Sivertsen, 2018, 2016b).

The publication indicator, i.e., the second component of the Norwegian model in Finland, is called a JuFo rank,
or simply rank. The rank of a publication channel is determined by a group of nominated scholars belonging to a
disciplinary panel, who negotiate and decide the ranks of all identified publication channels in their field. It can be 1
(basic), 2 (leading), or 3 (top). Other identified publication channels that do not qualify for the basic rank 1 are ranked
0. Essentially, this means that such a channel does not apply reliable operating principles in the peer review process.2

The aggregated rankings of the publication indicator currently constitute 13% of the public funding of Finnish
universities3 and are computed using the weights shown in Table 1. This means that as a part of the expert evaluation
of the ranks done by the panel members, the members try to ensure that all relevant subfields of a discipline (especially
those that each member represents) have highly ranked publication channels. However, at most, 20% of publications
can have a rank higher than 1 and only 5% can be assigned to the top rank 3. These percentages are calculated
based on the total publication volume of the publication channels allocated to a panel. Hence, the number of papers
published determines the number of high-ranking publication channels there can be (i.e., if a publication channel has
a large publication volume, it takes up the higher level’s quota).

Publication type rank 3 rank 2 rank 1 rank 0
Monograph 16 12 4 0.4
Journal article, book article, conference proceedings article, or edited work 4 3 1 0.1

Table 1: Weights of peer-reviewed publications in the JuFo funding model for the time frame 2017–2020 (Letto-Vanamo, 2019; Pölönen, 2018). A
monograph refers to a peer-reviewed scientific book that was written entirely by its author(s).

The decision-making process of the ranks is led by the chairperson of the panel and supported by two coordinators
(Pölönen, 2018). As a part of this assessment, different research fields and traditions related to the panel’s discipline
are attempted to be balanced in the highest ranks. The contentious cases are solved by the chairperson and through
panel discussions. These discussions indeed reflect personal opinions on the quality of a channel.4 Thus, the final
decision on a publication channel’s rank can be subjective.

Besides the volume of the publication channel and equality between research fields, the panels must also take other
criteria into account. For example, when a new publication channel is evaluated, because of a scholarly suggestion
or a published article by a national scholar in the previous year, it can obtain rank 1 through the manual checking of
the peer review process, members of the editorial board, and the actual contents of the published papers. For ranks
2 and 3, the assessment takes into account the limits of the publication volume on the rank level and all available
quantitative information on the channels, especially Danish and Norwegian rankings ranked on a scale from 0 to 2
and the citation indicators SCImago journal rank (SJR), source normalized impact (SNIP), and impact per publication
(IPP), which are all stored in the JuFo database. Moreover, certain panels might have additional evaluation criteria.
For example, a special form of publication channel with rank 2 in panel 2 on computer and information sciences is the
most distinguished conferences (Li et al., 2018; Meho, 2019; Vrettas & Sanderson, 2015). Ranking activity, therefore,
is characterized as a multicriteria decision-making process done by experts (Subochev et al., 2018). According to

1Meanwhile, the Norwegian model has been adopted also by Poland and Flanders in Belgium, as well as by some individual research institutes
in Sweden and Ireland (Sivertsen, 2019).

2http://www.julkaisufoorumi.fi/en/evaluations/classification-criteria
3https://minedu.fi/documents/1410845/4392480/Universities_funding_2017.pdf/
4The second author of this paper has been a member of the panel on computer and information sciences since January 2018.
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Zacharewicz et al. (2019) (see Section 1), the quality of a publication channel is assessed using a metrics-informed
peer review, resulting in a formula based on quantitative metrics for the actual resource allocation.

Table 2: Panels of the different disciplines in Finland. Each panels is responsible for the evaluation and classification of those publication channels
in their discipline.

panel discipline
Panel 1 Mathematics and statistics
Panel 2 Computer and information sciences
Panel 3 Physical sciences, space science and astronomy
Panel 4 Chemical sciences
Panel 5 Geosciences and environmental sciences
Panel 6 Biosciences I
Panel 7 Biosciences II
Panel 8 Civil and mechanical engineering
Panel 9 Electrical and Electronic engineering, information engineering
Panel 10 Chemical engineering, materials engineering and environmental engineering
Panel 11 Medical engineering, biotechnology and basic medicine
Panel 12 Clinical medicine I
Panel 13 Clinical medicine II and dentistry
Panel 14 Health sciences and other medical sciences
Panel 15 Agricultural sciences
Panel 16 Economics and business
Panel 17 Social sciences, media and communications, interdisciplinary social sciences
Panel 18 Psychology and educational sciences
Panel 19 Political science, public administration and law
Panel 20 Philosophy and theology
Panel 21 Languages
Panel 22 Literature, arts and architecture
Panel 23 History, archaeology and cultural studies
Panel 24 Multidisciplinary

Another interesting (but ambivalent) indicator that is available (according to the Norwegian model) in another
national database5 and might be considered indirectly for the national rank is the number of publications by national
scholars in the evaluated channels. In fact, previous research indicates that PRFSs can create changes in publication
practices (Aagaard, 2019; Aagaard et al., 2015; Ahlgren & Waltman, 2014; Butler, 2003; Haddawy et al., 2016;
Saarela et al., 2016; Serenko & Bontis, 2018). This means that if a PRFS advocates certain publication channels it is
likely that national scholars will adapt their publishing behavior accordingly (Sı̄le & Vanderstraeten, 2019). Moreover,
a study by Sandström & van den Besselaar (2016) showed a strong correlation between the number of papers (i.e.,
productivity of individual researchers) and number of citations (i.e., impact). Another reason why the number of
publications could serve as an indicator is that the experts who decide the ranks (and who are usually active scholars
themselves) might be biased toward their own discipline and research. Serenko & Bontis (2018), for example, found
that experts had a higher opinion about publication channels in which they have published or those that they are
considering as a possible channel for publication. Thus, the number of publications by national scholars (although not
an official ranking criterion) seems to be an interesting indicator to be studied when analyzing ranks in a PRFS.

3. Data retrieval and preprocessing

The datasets for this study were collected in the beginning of 2019 mainly from two publicly available collections;
the data of the Finnish publication channel evaluation system (JuFo6) and the data consisting of all publications by
Finnish researchers (Juuli7). These datasets can be easily joined by utilizing the unique Juuli ID that each publication
channel in the Finnish database has. In the latest reevaluation, the volume of a publication channel also had an impact
on the rankings (as described in Section 2), so we added this information to our final dataset (retrieving it from the
JuFo Portal8 by leveraging the JuFo ID to match the different datasets).

5The Juuli database described in Section 3.
6See https://www.tsv.fi/julkaisufoorumi/haku.php?lang=en
7See http://www.juuli.fi/
8See http://www.julkaisufoorumi.fi/en
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The data collection and analysis of the JuFo and Juuli data are follow-ups of the studies of these datasets before
the latest reevaluation (Saarela et al., 2016; Akusok et al., 2019). The reasons for collecting and analyzing the new
data were mainly twofold: the panel members changed during this time, and all ranks were completely reevaluated by
the new panels. This means that we are analyzing here the dynamics and the results of the last thorough reevaluation
by the new panels that have been in operation since the beginning of 2019.

The JuFo data contain 31,172 publication channels. For the sake of completeness, we removed all channels from
our list that do not have a rank, a panel, an ID, a name, or a history of previous evaluation in the system (this in-
formation is needed for the second part of the analysis). This left us with 26,346 publication channels. Moreover,
ambiguous or duplicate data values and different letter cases were cleaned. For example, for the language column,
the values “FINNISH” and “Finnish” were both mapped to “Finnish” and the values “Multiple languages,” “Miscel-
laneous languages,” and “Undetermined” were all mapped to “Other language.”

Table 3: List of variables, meaning, and transformation into features

Feature Meaning Numerical representation
Rank Current (2019) JuFo ranking Integer values in range {0, 1, 2, 3}
Title Title of the publication channel String values, only used for explaining performed analysis
Publications Number of publications of Finnish scholars in publi-

cation channel 〈title〉 found in Juuli
Integer value of the sum of all articles by Finnish scholars, zero
if no publications (NrOfPublications)

Volume Volume how many articles the publication channel
publishes in a year as stored in the JuFo Portal

Integer value of the sum of all articles the publication channel
publishes in a year (VOL) plus a binary variable representing
missing values (VOL NaN)

Type Type of the publication channel type (i.e., whether it
is a journal or conference)

Represented in one-hot encoding with 2 binary variables; this
feature has no missing values

StartYear Year when the publication channel 〈title〉 was
founded

Start year of the channel (startYear), plus a binary variable
representing missing values (startYear NaN)

Language Language of the publication channel only separating
English, Finnish, Swedish and other

One-hot encoding of the four categories {English, Finnish,
Swedish, other Language}

Norway Publication channel ranking in the Norwegian analog
of JuFo

The Norwegian rank (0, 1, or 2) or Norway NaN if not evaluated
in Norway

Denmark Publication channel ranking in the Danish analog of
JuFo

The Danish rank (0, 1, or 2) or Denmark NaN if not evaluated
in Denmark

SJR The SCImago Journal Rank indicator (González-
Pereira et al., 2010)

Real-valued variable for the impact indicator plus a binary vari-
able representing missing values

IPP The Impact per Publication indicator (see https:

//www.journalindicators.com/methodology)
Real-valued variable for the impact indicator plus a binary vari-
able representing missing values

SNIP The Source Normalized Impact indicator (Moed,
2010)

Real-valued variable for the impact indicator plus a binary vari-
able representing missing values

Panel The scientific panel that is responsible for assigning
a rank to the publication channel; all panels numbers
and their disciplines are listed in Table 2

One-hot encoding of the panel number with 24 binary variables,
one for each panel (panel Nr1, . . ., panel Nr24); this feature
has no missing values

Sherpa/

Romeo Code
Colour codes9to depict policies regarding the self-
archiving of publication channel articles on the web
and in open access repositories

One-hot encoding of the four different sherpa/romeo color
codes (green, blue, yellow, white) plus one for not available
(SherpaRomeoCode NaN)

Publisher Number of publication channels with the same pub-
lisher in JuFo

Frequency of the publisher in JuFo (freqpublisher) or
freqpublisher NaN if the publisher was not available in JuFo

All important variables and our transformations and preprocessings to obtain the individual features of the machine
learning models are listed in Table 3. Hence, our analysis is based on the three citation-based indicators (i.e., SJR,
IPP, and SNIP), the expert-based rank in the related ranking systems (i.e., the Norwegian and Danish rank), the start
year of the publication channel, the language the publication channel publishes in, the type of the publication channel
(i.e., whether it is a journal or conference), the evaluating panel (which essentially indicates the discipline of the
publication channel), the volume (i.e., the number of articles this publication channel publishes in a year), and the
number of publications of Finnish researchers within the publication channel. Another feature that can be associated
with the quality of a publication channel is the sherpa/romeo-code, i.e., the policies regarding open-access publishing
(van Vlokhoven, 2019). Thus, we also transformed this information into features (see Table 3).

9The color codes are explained, for example, at http://www.sherpa.ac.uk/romeoinfo.html.
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As the publisher behind a publication channel is often an indicator of its quality, we also wanted to harness this
information. However, even after cleaning (letters were lower-cased, and all whitespaces and symbols were removed),
the publisher variable in the dataset still had 11,799 unique values. Thus, we did not use all of these unique publishers
as features (which would have resulted in 11,799 separate features with one hot encoding). Instead, we just leveraged
the frequency of the publisher, i.e., the number of publication channels with the same publisher in the JuFo database,
as a single feature (see Table 3). As can be seen from Fig. 1, the majority of publishers have only a few publication
channels in JuFo.

Fig. 1. Histogram visualizing the frequencies of publishers in the publication channel data. Only three publishers have more than 400 publication
channels (Springer with 803, Elsevier with 733, and Taylor & Francis with 494). A total of 9,151 publishers in the data have only one publication
channel, and more than two thirds of the publishers (i.e., 18,306) have less than 50 publication channels.

The dataset has a considerable amount of missing data that are not missing at random (Little & Rubin, 2014).
According to Tüselmann et al. (2015), missing data problems are often not addressed sufficiently in publication
channel ranking studies. Moreover, the usual strategies to deal with missing data are to either discard or impute them.
However, both of these strategies are unsuitable for our data. Discarding data rows or features with missing values
would result in a huge data loss. Imputation should only be performed if the data are missing at random (Little &
Rubin, 2014). Another reason why both deletion and imputation are inappropriate here is that the missingness of a
value actually contributes valuable information. For example, if the SJR of a publication channel is missing, it is often
an indicator that this channel might be of lower quality (Saarela et al., 2016). Thus, we encoded for each feature with
missing values a new binary feature containing information on whether this value was available for the individual
publication channel.

All data retrieval, preprocessing, and analysis were performed with Python 3.7.1 using scikit-learn, pandas,
imbalanced-learn, seaborn, and LIME libraries.

4. Methods

To answer our research questions, we diversely analyzed the data by leveraging state-of-the-art machine learning
methods. This analysis was divided into several parts: (i) analysis (and prediction) of overrated publication channels,
(ii) prediction of rank changes, and (iii) description (and prediction) of publication channel ranks. The prediction
of changed or overrated ranks are binary classification tasks, whereas the prediction of publication channel ranks
is a multiclass classification problem. In all parts of the analysis, we especially focused on feature importance or
relevance (Guyon & Elisseeff, 2003; Molnar, 2019), i.e., the characteristics that discriminate the publication channels
with (i) overrated, (ii) changed, or (iii) different ranks. These feature importances were computed for both the models
and the individual predictions. Since all our classification tasks have to deal with imbalanced data, we first describe
our strategies to address this issue (Section 4.1) and then, the used classifiers and measured feature importances
(Section 4.2 and Section 4.3).
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4.1. Class imbalance
All classification tasks in our analysis need to deal with imbalanced data. Rank prediction is a multiclass imbal-

anced data classification problem. 2,392 (9.1%) publication channels in JuFo are rank 0, 20,574 (78.1%) are rank 1,
2,587 (9.8%) are rank 2, and 790 (3.0%) are rank 3. This means that the default predictor that would always predict a
channel as rank 1 would readily achieve an accuracy of 78%. The imbalance issue is even more pronounced in both
of the binary classification tasks addressed. Only 4,817 (18.3%) of the 26,343 publication channels are overrated, and
only 2,069 (7.9%) have a changed rank. This means that the default predictor predicting always that a channel is not
overrated would achieve an accuracy of 82%, and predicting that its rank did not change would achieve an accuracy
of 92%. As a whole, the most interesting class is often severely underrepresented in the analysis.

An imbalance in class frequencies is a common problem in many machine learning studies (see, e.g., Kim & Kim,
2018; Saarela et al., 2019), and different techniques and methods have been introduced to address it (Vanhoeyveld &
Martens, 2018). These procedures are mostly based on either cost-sensitive or sampling methods. In cost-sensitive
methods, the classifier is penalized more when classifying an observation from the minority class as the majority
class, which prevents systematic classification to the majority class. Sampling methods reshape the training data by
sampling a smaller set of the observations from the majority class in the training set (undersampling) or by repeating
observations from the minority training set (oversampling). In this paper, we use the synthetic minority oversampling
(SMOTE) introduced by Chawla et al. (2002). SMOTE was found to be the best sampling technique in previous com-
parisons (Bach et al., 2017; Saarela et al., 2019). Instead of randomly duplicating observations from the minority
class, it creates clusters around each observation from the minority class. Hence, new observations that are synthetic
interpolations of the minority class are created.

4.2. Classifiers
Our goal was to employ classifiers that are well-performing without sacrificing the explainability of the models

(Hicks et al., 2015). To accomplish this, we used a linear (logistic regression) and two nonlinear tree-based (ran-
dom forest and gradient boosting) classifiers for the classification tasks. In comparison to black-box models (such
as currently famous deep learning methods), traditional linear methods as well as tree-based approaches are often
preferred choices in sensitive domains because they are explainable. Classification performance, on the other hand,
depends normally on the dataset at hand, and no single classifier performs best or worst for all datasets. Nevertheless,
tree-based methods are frequently the winner in general comparisons of classification algorithms (e.g., Olson et al.,
2018) and have been reported to outperform even extreme learning machines (Boemer et al., 2018), which were used
in the previous analysis of the old JuFo dataset instance (Akusok et al., 2019). Another reason why we used tree-based
methods in this study is that they are explainable despite their nonlinearity (see, e.g., Saarela et al., 2019).

Our first benchmark prediction method was logistic regression. Logistic regression is probably the most traditional
and well-established technique to predict a categorical label and similar to other linear methods, known for its straight-
forward interpretability. In bibliometrics, logistic regression has been applied, for example, to predict and characterize
highly cited method papers (Small, 2018), to test whether papers with continuously rising citations (so-called ever-
greens) can be identified (Zhang et al., 2017), and to examine how the characteristics of a paper’s references (most
importantly, their country assignments) affect the citedness of the paper (Bornmann et al., 2018). Logistic regression
measures the relationship between the categorical label (i.e., the class variable) and the explanatory features by es-
timating probabilities using a logistic function. More precisely, given M training observations (xi, yi), i = 1, . . . ,M,
where xi is an n-dimensional observation (i.e., the vector containing the n feature values) and yi is its class label,
logistic regression estimates the probability of y given x by using the sigmoidal transformation 1

1+exp(−θT x) , where θ
are the linear coefficients.

We trained the LogisticRegression models by running a fivefold GridSearchCV over the penalty to determine
whether to use lasso or ridge (i.e., l1 or l2 regularized) logistic regression, the strength of regularization C (using the
values 0.0001, 0.001, 0.01, 1, 10, and 100), and the class weight (None or balanced). One reason why logistic
regression remains to be a popular classification method for many applications is that it can be easily explained and
interpreted. The magnitude of the absolute values of feature coefficients θ can be interpreted as the importance of that
feature, with a larger value indicating that the feature has more relevance in the classification. Moreover, the sign of
the coefficient indicates whether the feature increases or decreases the probability of belonging to a certain class. If
the logistic regression model is penalized with the l1 norm, some of the feature coefficients shrink to exactly zero,
which makes the model simpler and more interpretable (Tibshirani, 1996).
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Random forests are ensemble learners based on decision trees. They overcome the disadvantages of decision trees,
while at the same time keeping their main advantages (Breiman, 2001). The main advantages of decision trees are
their low bias. More precisely, if they are grown fully (i.e., without any pruning), they can often find rules to separate
the classes of training data perfectly. Their main disadvantage is that they suffer from high variance. This means that
they may not generalize well, and a slight change in the training data can change the structure of the tree completely.
Random forests aggregate a large number of uncorrelated decision trees, each of which has low bias and high variance.
To reduce the variance in a forest, each tree is grown on a bootstrap sample from the original data, and for each node
in each tree randomly, only a subset of the features (controlled by the max features parameter) is used; this random
variable selection is repeated at each node. Thus, random forests achieve both low bias and low variance. Their low
bias is acquired because each tree in the forest separates the classes in the training almost perfectly. The low variance
results from bagging many random (uncorrelated) trees.

Another perk of random forests is that they do not need much parameter tuning. We grid-searched the maximum
number of features to sample at each node (max features) and the minimum number of samples required to be
at a leaf node (min samples leaf) by using fivefold GridSearchCV. Moreover, as all our classification problems
were defined with imbalanced class frequencies, we also grid-searched the best class weight (None or balanced).
Finally, we set our n estimators to a high value (1000) because more trees in a forest are always better; they reduce
overfitting and improve the reliability of the results. The random forest implementation in Python provides feature
importance measures by calculating the Gini importance (Breiman, 2017). After each node split, the total decrease of
the Gini index (node impurity) is calculated and then averaged over all trees. The more impurity decreases, the more
important the input feature is.

Gradient boosting (Friedman, 2001) is like random forest; it is an ensemble method utilizing weak learners (as
most commonly done, we use here decision trees as the weak learners). However, while the trees in a random
forest are built in parallel, the idea of boosting is to train the decision trees sequentially, each trying to correct its
predecessor. This correction is accomplished by fitting as many trees as there are mutually exclusive classes on the
negative gradient of the multinomial (binomial in the binary case) deviance loss function. This means that gradient
boosting can be illuminated as an optimization algorithm on this deviance loss function (Breiman, 1997).

Gradient boosting classifiers are generally more sensitive to parameter settings than random forests are. We ran
a fivefold cross-validation grid search over the shrinkage factor of each tree’s contribution (learning rate), the
maximum depth of the individual trees (max depth), the minimum number of samples required to be at a leaf node
(min samples leaf), and the number of features to consider when looking for the best split (max features). While
for the random forest, a higher number of estimators is always better, for the gradient boosting, there is a trade-off

between the learning rate and the n estimators. Thus, we also grid-searched for the best number of estimators.
Similar to the random forest, the gradient boosting implementation in Python computes feature importances by uti-
lizing the Gini index (node impurity) for a single decision tree by the amount that each feature split point improves
the performance measure. To obtain the modular feature importance for the entire model, these importances are then
weighted by the number of observations the node is accountable for, and they are subsequently averaged across all of
the decision trees within the model.

For all three classifiers (logistic regression, random forest, and gradient boosting), we divided our data into the
training (75%) and validation (25%) sets. For the logistic regression classifier,10 we additionally normalized the train-
ing data by using standard scaling. Then, we ran a stratified fivefold cross-validation grid search over the (normalized)
training data to determine the best parameters for the models. Finally, we fitted our models by using the best param-
eters from the grid search, and applied the prediction on the (normalized11) validation data that were untouched the
entire time during model training and parameter optimization.

4.3. Global and local explanations

Feature importance measures provide a way to explain machine learning models to domain experts. The more
important a feature is in the model, the more important it is for the decision-making process in which the model
is applied. Generally, the explainability of a model can be divided into global and local interpretability (Molnar,

10Tree-based classifiers do not require feature scaling and gave better results without normalization.
11The mean and standard deviation determined from normalizing the training data were used to normalize the validation data.
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2019). Global interpretability means that the entire trained model is used in the explanation. Some models, such as
the above explained logistic regression, random forest, and gradient boosting classifiers, have inbuilt modular global
interpretability methods that provide information between the input data and the prediction. Local interpretability, on
the other hand, refers to the results of a trained model on a specific input. For a feedforward transformation of the
features, the local and global interpretability can be considered with a single trained model when the global feature
sensitivity is aggregated over the observations (Saarela & Kärkkäinen, 2015). A general framework for this purpose
is the local interpretable model-agnostic explanations (LIME) tool developed by Ribeiro et al. (2016). LIME provides
the rules and features that are important for classifying a specific observation. It accomplishes this by weighting
neighboring observations by their proximity to the observation being explained. The explanation is obtained by
training a local linear model based on the weighted neighbouring observations. Thus, in order to explain specific
predictions by our models, we also trained explainers with the TabulaLimeExplainer function (Ribeiro et al., 2016).

5. Results

Next, we present the experimental results with the datasets and methods depicted in Sections 3 and 4, separately
analyzing the overrated (Section 5.1), changed (Section 5.2), and different ranks (Section 5.3).

5.1. Analysis of deviating ranks

Different countries have implemented diverse PRFSs. As described in Section 2, the Norwegian and Danish
PRFSs (Sivertsen, 2018, 2016b) are the foundation of the Finnish PRFS. This means that normally, the publication
channel ranks in JuFo are similar to those in the Norwegian and Danish PRFS, which were used as the reference values
during the very first overall evaluation in 2012. Thus, in the first part of our triangulated analysis, we considered a
publication channel rank as overrated if the difference to the Norwegian and Danish ranks is at least 1. As rank 2 is
the highest in Norway and Denmark, a channel is not labeled overrated if it is rank 3 in Finland and rank 2 in Norway
or Denmark. Moreover, it is enough if at least one of the Nordic counterpart ranks is similar to the Finnish rank. In
summary, the rules for overrated publication channels are (FIN > 1 & NOR ≤ 1 & DK ≤ 1) ∨ (FIN = 1 & NOR < 1
& DK < 1). This means that by definition only rank 1, rank 2, and rank 3 publication channels can be overrated.

Table 4: Mean number of publication in overrated channels versus the non-overrated channels.

type all channels overrated channels non-overrated channels
journal 5.23 5.87 5.08
conference 5.04 8.8 2.78
all 5.22 5.99 5.05

To investigate if the publication activity of Finnish scholars affect the JuFo rank (or vice versa), we compared the
average publication activity for publication channels with and without overrated ranks. Table 4 shows the average
number of publications for all channels in JuFo, for the overrated channels, and for the non-overrated channels. The
overrated channels clearly have the most publications. This is especially true for conferences. Overrated conference
publication channels have, on average, 6.02 publications more than the non-overrated ones (see Table 4). This means
that publication activity could serve as a feature when predicting if a publication channel is overrated. The higher
evaluation of publication channels with more Finnish publication activity was already recognized by Saarela et al.
(2016).

Another characteristic of overrated ranks might be the publication language of the channel. Fig. 2 shows the
difference in publication activity of Finnish researchers in overrated and not overrated publication channels of different
languages. As noted previously, the average Finnish publication activity is generally larger in overrated than in non-
overrated channels. However, there are considerable differences between the languages of the publication channels. In
fact, the publication activity difference between overrated and not overrated publication channels is largest for those
channels that publish articles in Finnish. The mean number of publications of Finnish scholars in Finnish publication
channels is 63 for non-overrated channels and 85 for overrated ones, +35% (while it is generally 5 in non-overrated
and 6 in overrated ones, +20%, see Table 4). Thus, the language of a publication channel appears to be another
important indicator for the unexpected ranks.
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Fig. 2. Boxplot showing the publication activity of Finnish researchers in overrated and not overrated publication channels of different languages.
The plot shows that there are considerably more publications of Finnish researchers in overrated channels that publish articles in Finnish and
Swedish language (i.e., the two national languages).

On the other hand, there are also 148 underrated publication channels in JuFo. Similar to overrated publication
channels, the underrated ones are defined as the subset of publication channels for which both reference indicators are
higher than the Finnish rank (NOR = 2 & DAN = 2 & FIN < 2) | (NOR ≥ 1 & DAN ≥ 1 & FIN = 0). Again, this
subset has a clear profile. Most of the publication channels are evaluated by panels 17–23 (i.e., the panels with a social
sciences and humanities orientation, see Table 2), they have zero or very few publications by national scholars,12

and 40% of these are published in a language other than English, Finnish, or Swedish. The remaining underrated
publication channels are mainly published in English language, but also have either zero or very few publications of
Finnish scholars or many publications but with a very high volume,13 which probably caused the underrating.

To predict whether a channel is overrated, we leveraged all features depicted in Table 3 as input for the classifiers,
except the Norwegian and Danish levels, which were used to define the output variable (“overrated”). As outlined
in Section 4, we used one linear (logistic regression) and two nonlinear tree-based classifiers for the prediction. The
division into the training and validation sets and the parameter grid search on the training data were performed as
described in Section 4.

Table 5 shows the validation set performance results for the different classifiers predicting overrated publication
channels. It also shows the performance differences when SMOTE oversampling was applied on the minority class
observations of the training data (i.e., those publication channels in the training set that had the label “overrated”)
and whether the number of publications of Finnish scholars was included as a feature in the models. Clearly, SMOTE
oversampling improved the f1 performance of all classifiers, and removing the number of publications decreased
the performance of such classifiers. The overall best-performing classifier predicting if a publication channel was

12There are two exceptions to this rule, the European Early Childhood Education Research Journal and the Temanord. The latter can be explained
by the fact that this is a Danish publication channel.

13Examples of the case of the latter include the journals Astrophysical Journal, and Electrochimica Acta, which have a volume of 2,900 and
2,250 respectively.
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Table 5: Validation set performance of classifiers predicting if a publication channel is overrated (the best values in each column are emphasized).
Since the number of publications feature is ambivalent (see our discussion in the last paragraph in Section 2), the table shows the performance for
both the models including this feature (central three columns) and excluding it (last three columns).

all features number of publications excluded
model precision recall f1-score precision recall f1-score
logistic regression 0.829 0.728 0.756 0.829 0.726 0.755
logistic regression with SMOTE 0.825 0.735 0.761 0.825 0.733 0.759
random forest 0.826 0.844 0.828 0.820 0.839 0.823
random forest with SMOTE 0.827 0.843 0.830 0.826 0.841 0.830
gradient boosting 0.829 0.847 0.831 0.817 0.831 0.822
gradient boosting with SMOTE 0.828 0.839 0.832 0.820 0.832 0.825

overrated (with an f1 score of 0.832) was gradient boosting with SMOTE oversampling; it includes the number of
publications of Finnish scholars as a feature in the model. Besides the number of publications, the most important
features predicting with the gradient boosting classifier whether a channel was overrated were the rank of the publica-
tion channel, the binary feature indicating if the language of the publication channel is English, the three citation-based
indicators (SJR, IPP, and SNIP), the binary indicator if the IPP is available, the start year of the publication channel,
the frequency of the publisher in Jufo, and the volume of the publication channel.

Fig. 3. Five most important LIME explanations of the gradient boosting classifiers predicting if the rank of a publication channel is overrated for
the International Journal of Education through Art. The high current rank, the young age of the journal (start year 2005), and the green sherpa code
were the most important local explanations classifying the channel as overrated (which it is). However, the language of the publication channel
(English) and the fact that the IPP is available (not missing) were reasons for the model to classify this publication channel with some probability
as not overrated.

With the LIME explainer, we can obtain the most important local rules indicating on what basis our models
predict why individual publication channels are overrated. Fig. 3 shows the most important local importances when
the LIME explainer was trained on top of the gradient boosting model for the example of the International Journal
of Education through Art, i.e., the overrated publication channel in the validation set that had the highest predicted
probability to be overrated and was actually overrated (true positive). This journal is rank 3 in JuFo but only rank
1 in Denmark and Norway. As can be seen from Fig. 3, the most important local importances explaining why this
publication channel rank is overrated were the high current rank (rank 3), the young age of the journal (start year
2005), and the sherpa/romeo code (green). Such importances can be of interest when explaining to interested parties
(such as scholars or research resource allocation decision makers) why the publication channel has a higher rank than
expected.

5.2. Analysis of changed ranks

In the second part of the analysis, we aim at predicting publication channels for which the rank has changed. The
JuFo database contains a column JuFo-history that depicts the rank for the previous years 2012–2018. Using this
column, we compared the 2015 rank (presenting the previous major update of all JuFo ranks) of each publication
channel with the current rank. We then defined a rank as “changed” if the rank 2015 was different from the current
rank (rank 2019). As input for the classification, we used all the features and their transformation explained in Table 3,
except the current JuFo rank (rank 2019), which was used to define the output variable (changed).
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Table 6: Validation set performance of classifiers predicting if the rank of a publication channel was recently changed. Since the number of
publications feature is ambivalent (see our discussion in the last paragraph in Section 2), the table shows the performance for both the models
including this feature (central three columns) and excluding it (last three columns).

all features number of publications excluded
model precision recall f1-score precision recall f1-score
logistic regression 0.906 0.687 0.759 0.905 0.685 0.758
logistic regression with SMOTE 0.905 0.689 0.760 0.906 0.688 0.760
random forest 0.904 0.924 0.906 0.900 0.920 0.905
random forest with SMOTE 0.904 0.923 0.908 0.900 0.919 0.906
gradient boosting 0.896 0.922 0.889 0.893 0.922 0.888
gradient boosting with SMOTE 0.900 0.899 0.899 0.898 0.886 0.892

Table 6 shows the performance results for the different classifiers on the validation set. As can be seen from the
table, random forest predicted the changed ranks the best with an f1 score of 0.906 without and 0.908 with SMOTE

oversampling of the minority class in the training data (i.e., those publication channels in the training data with
changed ranks). For both the random forest model and the slightly worse-performing gradient boosting model, the
most important feature predicting the rank change is the start year of the publication channel (see Table 7). This
makes sense, as publication channels with increased rank are often newer journals. The mean of the start year of all
publication channels in JuFo for which the rank did not change is 1986, while the mean starting date of the publication
channels with increased rank is 1997.

Table 7: Ten most important features of the two tree-based classifiers predicting if a rank was recently changed, arranged by importance.

random forest gradient boosting
feature importance feature importance
startyear 0.21796 startyear 0.55994
NrOfPublications 0.08215 SJR 0.08695
SNIP 0.08103 SNIP 0.08695
SJR 0.07805 IPP 0.06326
IPP 0.07379 Denmark 0.04884
VOL 0.05638 NrOfPublications 0.04435
Denmark 0.03337 Denmark NaN 0.03767
Norway 0.02455 VOL 0.02021
Denmark NaN 0.02004 SNIP NaN 0.01914
Sherpa Romeo-code Green 0.01721 Sherpa Romeo-code Green 0.01167

Fig. 4 shows the most important local importances for one publication channel in the validation set, the journal
Acta Dermato-Venereologica, when the LIME explainer was trained on the best-performing random forest model.
Similarly as before (see Section 5.1), this publication channel was chosen because out of all true positives (publication
channels that were predicted to have a changed rank when their rank was actually changed) in the validation set, it had
the highest probability. The rank of the Acta Dermato-Venereologica journal was changed from 1 to 2. As can be seen
from the figure, the relatively large number of publications of Finnish researchers in this journal (69) and the values
of the citation-based indicators were the most important local explanations why the random forest model predicted
that the rank for this publication channel was recently changed.

5.3. Analysis of ranks

The last part of our triangulated analysis focuses on examining and predicting the current rank of an individual
publication channel.

5.3.1. Fractionalization
To understand the difference between citation- and expert-based rankings of the publication channels in JuFo, we

first fractionalized the data by using the three available citation-based quality indicators SJR, IPP, and SNIP. This
means that we divided the available citation-based values into categories (0–3) such that the same frequencies of JuFo
ranks were present also in the SJR, SNIP, and IPP categories. If we fractionalize all data as in previous bibliometric
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Fig. 4. Top five LIME explanations of the random forest classifiers predicting if the rank of the Acta Dermato-Venereologica publication channel
was recently changed. The model was 71% sure that this publication channel was changed (correct), mainly because of the large number of
publication of Finnish researchers in this channel and the values of the citation-based indicators.

Fig. 5. Boxplot showing the distribution of the SJR per rank. On average, publication channels that have a higher SJR also have a higher rank.

articles (e.g., Ahlgren & Waltman, 2014),14 a publication channel should generally be rank 3 if it has an IPP in (4.68,
89.23], rank 2 if it has an IPP in (2.48, 4.68], and rank 1 if it has an IPP in (0.0, 2.47]. The values for SJR are for
rank 3 if in (2.559, 39.285], rank 2 if in (1.171, 2.558], rank 1 if in (0.1, 1.17], and rank 0 if smaller than 0.1. The
categories for SNIP are for rank 3 if in (2.308, 50.569], rank 2 if in (1.323, 2.308], and rank 1 if smaller than 1.323.

However, it seems that a general division into categories is not meaningful, as it must also take the discipline into
account. The differences of the citation-based indicators between the different panels are considerable. Fig. 5 shows
the distribution of the SJR for each rank (0–3). The figure demonstrates that on average, publication channels with
a higher SJR are also ranked higher. Fig. 6 shows the same information but panelwise. While it displays again that
on average, higher-ranked publication channels have a higher SJR, it also demonstrates the large differences in the
actual SJR values between the panels. For example, a publication channel that is in the range of rank 3 for panel 23
(i.e., the panel for history, archaeology and cultural studies) would only be in the range of rank 1 for panel 7 (i.e.,
the panel for biosciences II). This is true although the SJR tries to be field-normalized by its algorithm. The same

14Note that fractionalization in bibliometrics has also been used to compute for how much of a publication a co-author can take credit for (e.g.,
Mutz & Daniel, 2019) and to normalize citation-based indicators by taking citation behavior among citing authors into account (e.g., Leydesdorff
& Opthof, 2010).
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Fig. 6. Boxplot showing the distribution of the SJR per rank for the different panels. In general, publication channels with a higher SJR have a
higher rank. However, there are considerable differences between the different panels (Note: The panels are listed in Table 2).

applies to the IPP in an even more distinctive manner since the IPP is not field-normalized.15 In summary, these
depictions clearly illustrate the known differences in citation practices between disciplines (Kulczycki et al., 2018;
Sı̄le & Vanderstraeten, 2019; Sivertsen & Larsen, 2012; Sivertsen, 2016a; Verleysen & Engels, 2014).

The SNIP measures the contextual citation impact by weighting citations based on the total number of citations in
a discipline (Moed, 2010). Thus, it should be like the SJR more balanced between the different disciplines. However,
even for the SNIP, there are still considerable differences between the panels.16 In summary, the citation-based indi-
cators provide a good suggestion for the rank of a publication channel, but the rank cannot be evaluated or estimated
by solely using this information.

5.3.2. Prediction of ranks
To predict the rank and determine the features that influence it the most, we utilized once again the logistic regres-

sion and the two tree-based classifiers with a division into the training and validation sets, as well as the parameter
grid search on the training data, as described in Section 4. All features depicted in Table 3 were leveraged as input for
the classifiers, except the rank itself, which readily defined the multinomial output variable.

Table 8 summarizes the validation set performance of the different classifiers by using the best parameters from
the grid search and different feature sets (the number of publications included or not) with and without SMOTE
oversampling. As can be seen from the table, the nonlinear classifiers (gradient boosting and random forest) again
outperformed the linear one. In fact, the best f1 score on the validation set was 0.816 for logistic regression with l1
penalization, whereas it was 0.879 for random forest and even 0.88 for gradient boosting. Gradient boosting was the
best method throughout (see the emphasized values in Table 8). As the classification task seems to be a nonlinear
problem, we focused on the better-performing tree-based classifiers (i.e., random forest and gradient boosting) to
determine the important features. The figure showing the feature importances for random forest and gradient boosting
can be found online.17 As can be seen from the figure, the models emphasized different features, but the 10 most
important ones were the same, even though their order was different. These 10 most important features were the three

15This is illustrated in the figure at https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.9928775.
16This is illustrated in the figure at https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.9928799.
17See https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.9928997
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Table 8: Validation set performance of classifiers predicting the rank of a publication channel by using the best parameters from the grid search
with fivefold cross-validation on the training set. Since the number of publications feature is ambivalent (see our discussion in the last paragraph in
Section 2), the table shows the performance for both the models including this feature (central three columns) and excluding it (last three columns).

all features number of publications excluded
model precision recall f1-score precision recall f1-score
logistic regression 0.830 0.730 0.758 0.830 0.730 0.757
logistic regression with SMOTE 0.824 0.841 0.816 0.822 0.840 0.815
random forest 0.876 0.882 0.877 0.867 0.874 0.869
random forest with SMOTE 0.878 0.881 0.879 0.873 0.877 0.875
gradient boosting 0.877 0.883 0.878 0.869 0.870 0.869
gradient boosting with SMOTE 0.878 0.884 0.880 0.873 0.880 0.875

citation-based indicators (i.e., SJR, SNIP, and IPP), the Norwegian and Danish ranks, the binary indicator specifying
whether the Danish rank is available, the start year of publication channel, the number of publications of Finnish
scholars, the frequency of the publication channel’s publisher in JuFo, and its volume.

Fig. 7. Top five LIME explanations of the gradient boosting classifiers predicting the rank of the Journal of Informetrics publication channel. The
model is 87% sure that this publication channel has the highest rank, rank 3 (correct rank) because the rank in Denmark is the highest, and the
citation-based indicator SJR and the number of publications of Finnish researchers are higher than the thresholds for panel 17 (social sciences,
media, and communications; interdisciplinary social sciences). The model predicts tiny probabilities that this publication channel is rank 2 or rank
1 but is 100% certain that it cannot be rank 0. The most important feature indicating that this channel might not be rank 3 is the rank in Norway,
which is only 1.

With the LIME explainer, we can identify again the most important rules determining the rank of an individual
publication channel. Fig. 7 shows the most important local importances when LIME is used on top of the gradient
boosting model for the example of the Journal of Informetrics publication channel. As can be seen from the figure, one
of the most important features for the prediction was the Danish rank, which is the highest. Other local explanations
classifying this publication channel into the highest rank category were the citation-based indicator SJR and the
number of publications of Finnish scholars, which were both higher than the thresholds for the panel responsible for
evaluating this publication channel (i.e., the panel for social sciences, media, and communications; interdisciplinary
social sciences).

6. Conclusions

Quality of scholarly research activities can be quantified in various ways. In the Finnish PRFS system, according
to the Norwegian model (Aagaard, 2019; Pölönen, 2018; Sivertsen, 2019), the quality of a publication channel is
being ranked by expert panels. The purpose of this paper was to test if such an expert-based rank assignment of the
publication indicator can be explained and automated. The automation was studied from three different perspectives
utilizing several techniques, always highlighting the features with the greatest effect on the ranking. For researchers
using the system and leveraging it to determine where they should submit their publications or which publications
to read, it is of interest why certain publication channels have a certain rank. Thus, it is not enough if an automated
system accurately classifies a publication channel into a certain category. It is the explanations of why this channel
belongs to a category that provides helpful guidelines. Hence, we analyzed not only the classification models but also
the feature importances.
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The analysis showed that the three citation-based indicators (i.e., SJR, SNIP, and IPP), the Norwegian and Danish
ranks, the binary indicator specifying whether the Danish rank is available, the start year of the publication channel,
its volume, the number of publications of Finnish scholars in this publication channel, and the frequency of the
publication channel’s publisher are the 10 most important features classifying a publication channel into a rank.
These features were identified to be significant by both the nonlinear methods used in this work (random forest and
gradient boosting). The number of publications of Finnish scholars was found to be the most important feature
predicting if a publication channel rank in the Finnish system is overrated compared with the rank of its Nordic
counterparts, or the tendency of a rank to be improved during reevaluations. These findings emphasize the high
correlation between citation- and expert-based rankings in such cases in which matured citation-based indicators are
available, also confirming the conclusions of earlier studies (Akusok et al., 2019; Saarela et al., 2016), despite the use
of different techniques, another study design, and the old dataset instance in these.18

We found many cases illustrating the known differences in citation practices between different disciplines (Kul-
czycki et al., 2018; Sı̄le & Vanderstraeten, 2019; Sivertsen & Larsen, 2012; Sivertsen, 2016a; Verleysen & Engels,
2014). The special role of language (the native language or that other than English) or the type of publication channel
(highly rated conferences in computer and information sciences) when a PRFS covers all disciplines was highlighted.
The language issue is particularly difficult to model appropriately: even if citation-based indicators can be normalized
by the averages of citation metrics in the discipline, the number of national scholars within a discipline is not available
for such a normalization.

The start year of a publication channel was the most important feature predicting whether a rank was changed.
Hence, an expert-based rank that was higher than expected was linked to a newer publication channel. This finding
shows that the expert-based system can adapt to the possible improvements of the quality of a publication channel
faster than citation-based indicators can, which, by construction, are slower in improving their value.

The relation between national publication activity (i.e., the feature specifying the number of publications of
Finnish scholars in respective publication channels) and the rank of a publication channel is a complicated issue.
On one hand, our analysis showed that the performance of all prediction models improved when the number of publi-
cations was leveraged as a feature. On the other hand, it is obvious that this feature should not be used when building
a system that automatically classifies publication channels into ranks. If it will be used in automatic models, national
scholars can easily realize adversarial attacks (Yuan et al., 2019) by intensively publishing in a channel whose rank is
to be increased artificially.

The purpose of ranking is to provide simple access to better publication channels where national visibility should
be increased. However, when monetary incentives come into play, there will be a push from the scholarly community
to increase the ranks of already conquered channels. As we have shown, there is a clear dependency between expert
rank and publication activity, but this is not necessarily a causal effect (Waltman, 2017). The fact that those channels
that recently improved their ranking are largely characterized by high national publication activity is an alarming
finding. Nevertheless, our analysis also showed that the expert-based system adapts to the prospective changes of the
publication channel quality faster than do citation-based indicators. Thus, the relation between quantity and quality of
publications (i.e., productivity and impact) remains to be an interesting study topic (Kolesnikov et al., 2018; Sandström
& van den Besselaar, 2016).

Naturally, the results presented here are limited to the used techniques and data. A further study could repeat
the presented analysis with data from another country. Several countries (including Denmark, Flanders in Belgium,
and Poland) have adopted a national PRFS inspired by the Norwegian model, and others, such as Sweden, have
implemented the model locally at several national research institutes (Hammarfelt, 2018). It would be interesting to
analyze how closely machine learning models could predict the other national quality indicators and to determine what
(if any) differences exist between the countries. As shown by Ahlgren & Waltman (2014) through univariate analysis,
single citation-based indicators (such as the SNIP) had some predictive power in classifying publication channels into
ranks in Norway. Enlarging the input data space with more features and utilizing multivariate techniques, such as the
machine learning methods leveraged in this study, would certainly improve prediction performance. Again, it would

18Both studies used the JuFo data before the reevaluations, Akusok et al. (2019) used extreme learning machines to study the overrated higher-
level publication channels, whereas Saarela et al. (2016) used confusion matrices, association rule mining, and decision trees to identify character-
istics of publication channel ranks.
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be interesting to determine the most important features in comparison to the results obtained from the data of the
Finnish publication indicator presented here.

Finally, having an automated predictor of publication channel quality could save costs and efforts in all coun-
tries with similar PRFSs. Introducing, managing, and maintaining such systems create costs for governments and
essentially taxpayers. If the publication indicator in PRFSs would use automatic systems instead of expert-based
classifications, these costs would be reduced or even vanish completely. Moreover, one part of the Norwegian model
emphasizes the importance of open data. Making not only the underlying data but also the feature importances (of
both the models and the individual classifications) openly available and visible in such systems would support indi-
vidual scholars and other interest groups using the system, such as research policy decision makers, in understanding
certain classifications better. This understanding, in turn, can help drive more informed decisions about what to read
and where to publish, both nationally and internationally.
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